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2. The Triumph of ‘Jim Crow’, 1883-c.1900 
  
2.0 The Supreme Court and Segregation 
 
Between the end of segregation in 1877 and the beginning of the twentieth century, 
white Americans in the South restored their supremacy.  
 
African Americans were not abandoned immediately after the Compromise of 1877. 
James Loewen, a professor at the University of Vermont, argues:  
 

Republicans did eventually abandon civil rights, but not right after the 

Compromise of 1877 effectively ended Reconstruction. Until 1890, African 

Americans still voted across Dixie. As late as 1890, Republicans in Congress almost 

passed the Federal Elections Act, which might have given some force to the 15th 

Amendment’s voting rights provisions... After the act failed to pass, Democrats, as 

was their custom, tarred Republicans as “a bunch of negro lovers.” In the past, 

Republicans replied that what white supremacists did to Black voters in the South 

was an outrage, but now they were silent, choosing to move on to other issues.1 

 

By 1900, however, the two races were firmly segregated.  
 
Segregation was achieved through the spreading of Jim Crow laws that enshrined 
the division between the two races. It was facilitated in part through the federal 
government’s loss of interest in the black population of the South, but also aided by 
the powers provided to individual states by the Constitution. These powers allowed 
the states considerable latitude over voting, education, transportation and law 
enforcement.  
 
There were two types of segregation:  
 

- de facto segregation - segregation in fact, even if not necessarily supported 
by law  

- de jure segregation - segregation in law  
 
Generally, de facto segregation appeared first, with this separation becoming 
entrenched in law and upheld by the Supreme Court in a series of cases during this 
period.   

                                                
1 James Loewen, quoted in ‘Five Myths about Reconstruction’, 
https://www.zinnedproject.org/materials/five-myths-about-reconstruction/  
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The Supreme Court’s rulings 
 
During this period there were a number of important Supreme Court rulings 
that helped pave the way for segregation and enduring racial inequality. 
 
The Slaughterhouse Cases (1873) 
 
 In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court ruled that the 14th Amendment did not 
mean the power over civil rights had shifted from the states to the federal 
government. Crucially, the Slaughterhouse Cases weakened the power of the 
Fourteenth Amendment - and the federal government - to protect the civil 
rights of black Americans.  
 
The Civil Rights Cases (1883) 
 
The Civil Rights Act (1875) had stated that all Americans should have access 
to equal facilities in public places. However, the Court ruled in an 8-1 
decision that this was unconstitutional. The ruling prohibited the federal 
government from intervening in issues of racial discrimination when the 
discrimination took place in a privately owned (but nonetheless public) 
space, such as a hotel, restaurant, theatre or railroad. Whilst it did not use 
the language ‘separate but equal’, it essentially endorsed that sentiment and 
helped spur Jim Crow laws.  
 
Case v. Alabama (1883) 
 
The Court upheld an Alabama law that punished individuals more harshly if 
they engaged in interracial sex, providing both parties were punished 
equally. This was an early example of ‘separate but equal’.  
 
Plessy v. Ferguson (1896)  
 
Homer Plessy, a man who looked white but who had had a great grandparent 
who was black, volunteered to be a ‘guinea pig’ to test the 1890 Louisiana 
Separate Car Act. Plessy boarded a white carriage, but the conductor had 
been informed Plessy was legally black. When asked by the conductor to 
move carriages, Plessy refused and was subsequently arrested. Plessy’s 
lawyers argued his arrest violated his 13th and 14th Amendment rights.  
 
When the case eventually made it to the Supreme Court, it ruled that 
providing provisions for the races were ‘equal’ it was not unconstitutional for 
blacks and whites to be kept separate. ‘Separate but equal’ would not be 
overturned until Brown v. Board of Education in 1954.  
 
In reality, facilities were separate but rarely equal. For instance, Southern 
states spent ten times as much on white schools as they did on black 
schools.  
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Williams v. Mississippi (1898)  
 
The Supreme Court ruled that the new state constitution introduced by 
Mississippi in 1890 - which included literacy tests and poll taxes as 
qualifications for the vote - was not discriminatory.  
 
The Williams ruling, argues Sanders, did not ‘initiate...discrimination’, but 
rather ‘played a confirmatory role’. The federal government at the time had 
no means of protecting black voters and there was a lack of interest from 
Northern whites in the plight of Southern blacks.  
 
Cummings v. Board of Education (1899) 
 
The Supreme Court ruled 9-0 that a Georgia country board of education did 
not violate the constitution when it decided to discontinue a black high-
school which served 60 pupils, spending the money on four elementary 
schools  which could serve 300 pupils. 
 
Cummings and the other black litigants argued that it was a double standard, 
as Georgia had continued to fund a white high school.  
 
The fact that there were only four black high schools in the entire South 
illustrates a number of things. In part, is reflects many white Americans’ 
attitude that black Americans only needed basic education. Moreover, it 
demonstrates how unequal were educational opportunities in the South.  
 
Industrial Change: 1880-1900 
 
It is worth noting briefly the background of the last decades of the nineteenth 
century. It saw a period of rapid economic expansion, sometimes known as ‘the 
Gilded Age’. As Howard Zinn describes:  
 

Between the Civil War and 1900, steam and electricity replaced human 
muscle, iron replaced wood, and steel replaced iron… Machines could now 
drive steel tools. Oil could lubricate machines and light homes, streets, 
factories. People and goods could move by railroad, propelled by steam 
along steel rails; by 1900 there were 193,000 miles of railroad. The 
telephone, the typewriter, and the adding machine speeded up the work of 
business.  
 

The expansion of the railroads in particular forced railroad companies to 
consider the significance of black and white Americans sitting in close 
proximity. 
 
Changes to rail travel in Florida  
 
Segregation of railroad cars (carriages) was not new. A Black Code in Florida 
passed in 1865 meant that blacks or whites would be punished for entering a 
railroad car reserved for the other race. Although this law did not survive 
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Radical Reconstruction, black journalist Thomas Fortune in 1883 wrote 
that the ‘Georgia and Florida railroads have become infamously notorious 
for ‘bouncing’ colored travellers, and for taking decent fare and giving 
miserable accommodations’ to them. This discrimination was facilitated by 
the Civil Rights Cases of that year.  
 
In 1887, the Florida state government became the first to legally segregate the 
races. It passed a law mandating segregation on all first-class cars on Florida’s 
railroads. The punishment for black Americans violating this law was a fine of 
$500, a huge sum in the 19th century.  
 
Interestingly, black ministers in Jacksonville told their congregations to boycott the 
railways that did not provide equal accommodation for all Americans. This seems 
to indicate that segregation was tolerable to black Americans, providing it was truly 
equal.  
 
Segregation spreads 
 
Although Florida was the first to segregate its railways, other states quickly 
followed: Mississippi in 1888, Texas in 1889, Louisiana in 1890 and Alabama, 
Kentucky, Arkansas and Georgia in 1891.  
 
Notably, Maryland, not a former Confederate state, passed a segregationist law in 
1900. The western state of Oklahoma followed suit in 1907 when it became a state.  
 
Segregation also spread to streetcars (trams). This happened in 1891 in Georgia, 
1902 in Louisiana, 1904 in Mississippi and 1905 in Tennessee and Florida. By 1900, 
de jure segregation had spread to nearly all areas of Southern life. Laws were passed 
that segregated trains, streetcars, railway stations, theatres, churches, parks, 
schools, restaurants and cemeteries.   
 
Private facilities were also affected:  
 

- Only white Americans could use the new pavilion at Nashville’s Glendale 
Park 

- Only white Americans could use the swimming pool at Raleigh’s (North 
Carolina) Brookside Park 

 
There were exceptions. Nashville’s Watkins Park and Atlanta’s Grant Park 
were open to both black and white Americans.   
 
However, these exceptions proved the rule. Indeed, by the early 1900s many 
schools in the North were also segregated. These included in the following places:  
 

- Alton, Illinois 
- East Orange, New Jersey 
- Wichita, Kansas 
- Oxford, Pennsylvania  
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In 1896, a Boston newspaper wrote that equality between the races ‘appears more 
unthinkable today than ever’.  
 
 
  
 
 
  
    
 
  
 


